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Guarantee verification is an important part of the credit process in commercial 
bank. It’s a matter of the credit approval process involving guarantee to each 
implementation. The quality of guarantee verification directly affects the safety of 
credit assets. How to prevent the potential risk in guarantee verification caused by 
human action has become a focus in commercial bank. Therefore, it is necessary to 
design guarantee verification information management systems, electronizing and 
standardizing the issuance and transfer of paper-based guarantee verification 
information, making guarantee verification application, assignment, handling etc. to 
further automation, facilitation, thereby reducing operational risk caused by human 
factors. 
This paper analyzes the research and application status of guarantee verification 
information management systems in commercial bank, founding guarantee 
verification integrated in credit management systems in most of commercial bank , 
unable to meet the full range of the whole guarantee verification process automation 
requirements. From different user needs and applications point of view, this paper 
conducts guarantee verification information management systems requirements 
analysis, and designs seven modules, including guarantee verification project module, 
branch approval module, guarantee verification assignment module, guarantee 
verification log module, guarantee verification query module , statistical report 
module, system management module, and describes each module function and 
architecture in detail. Finally, this paper conducts periodic, sub-module test of 
guarantee verification information management system in commercial bank, ensuring 
the system  efficient, stable, reliable and safe. 
The main work and innovations of this paper is as follows: design a separate 
guarantee verification information management system to meet the full range of the 
whole guarantee verification process automation requirements, and has a strong 















application modules, to meet all levels and various departments of commercial bank 
and customer needs, with guarantee verification application, assignment, handling, 
post-management, statistics, query and other multi-purpose, to achieve 
systematization, information technology and automation of guarantee verification 
management ,effectively prevent commercial bank operational risk. 
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